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Though HRR is most often employed to
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has been successfully employed to detect, monitor, and

characterize contaminant emissions from large, (i.e. > 1

million gallon ) underground storage tanks containing

radioactive waste

HGI is an innovative, solutions oriented geophysical

consulting and services provider headquartered in Tucson,

AZ with offices in Richland, WA, Missoula, MT, and

Denver, CO.
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High Resolution Resistivity (HRR ) is an enhanced galvanic

resistivity method developed specifically for imaging subsurface

variations in geology, pore space water content, and pore water

chemistry. Its many applications include:

a) fluid flow pathways, seeps, and
contaminant plumes,

b) problem areas within levees and earthen
dams,

c) voids, faults, fracture zones, and stratigraphy,

d) abandoned mine workings, leaks in
containment facilities, and buried objects, and

e) for groundwater, mine-able resources,
buried wastes, and permafrost.

As with all galvanic resistivity methods, electric current is

injected at known points on the surface or within the

subsurface. The resulting electric potential field is measured

at known locations relative to the current injection point, most

often along linear 2D traverses. Use of a 3D network of

electrodes and borehole to borehole configurations is

becoming more common. RTK GPS surveys are completed

to obtain necessary precision for electrode position and

elevation data.
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Data are processed with HGI's proprietary HRR algorithm
to directly create 2D resistivity versus depth imagesections, 3D
volumetric renderings, or resistivity tomograms
lateral and vertical changes inresistivity. The HRR
algorithm accommodates surface topography.

Because of its superior signal-to-noise characteristics,

increased depth of investigation, and enhanced spatial

resolution, a pole-pole array is most often used for HRR data

acquisition. In some cases, logistical challenges require use of

either dipole-dipole or pole-dipole array. In all cases, HRR

data sets are well suited for 2D or 3D inverse modeling

HRRTM is a trademark of hydroGEOPHYSICS, Inc. Of Tucson, AZ.

High Resolution Resistivity (HRRTM)


